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Students rarely exercise chemical experiments using household products 
in general chemistry laboratory. The requirements including pure 
chemicals and device-specialized equipment for the laboratory are mostly 
obtained from chemical stock room. The shortcomings for this are too 
idealized to be realistic with the nature so that students』 exercises are not 
in connection with chemistry in life. Thus students』 interest becomes 
lower and the ability of their problem solving is insufficient. The purpose 
of this proposal is to develop two innovative topics including five 
chemical experiments focusing on inquiry-based / discovery-oriented and 
daily-life-related integrated into general chemistry laboratory. The five 
experiments will provide good opportunity for increasing students』 
interest in learning chemical laboratory. The first of the two topics is 
entitled 「Who』s Respiration Has the Best Efficiency」 and the second 
one 「Making Soap toward Personal and Artistic Fashion.」 For the 
evaluation of the feasibility of these experiments for general chemistry 
laboratory, researchers and undergraduate students』 experimental results 
will be analyzed by two sided F test and two tailed t test. Besides, 
students』 students』 inquiry-based learning will be evaluated and their 
feedback will be qualitatively summarized. The performance of this 
proposal will be written as research articles including students』 handouts 
and instructor』 s notes for general chemistry laboratory course. 
Expectantly, the articles can be outreached to domestic and overseas 
university after they are published in journals of chemical education. 
Furthermore, the two experiments can be compiled in textbooks of 
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